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Summary

Investors often accept the market-weighted sector 
composition of the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate 
Bond Index (Agg index) in their portfolios, but they do  
not need to.  Investors can establish sector weights that 
better reflect their risk and exposure objectives. This can  
be done relatively simply by disaggregating the Agg index 
into its main components and then reassembling them  
to more closely align with a desired portfolio allocation.

What iS the u.S aggregate Bond index?

the agg index has long been used as a benchmark by a wide range 
of fixed income investors and plan sponsors seeking to achieve broad, 
diversified exposure to U.s. bonds.  many index managers strive to track 
the returns of the agg index, while many active managers use its returns as 
a performance benchmark. it is also common for retirement plan sponsors 
to offer an agg index option to plan participants for low-cost exposure to 
the fixed income market.

the agg index and its sub-indices cover the investment-grade, U.s. dollar-
denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market, including U.s. treasuries, 
government-related and corporate, mortgage-backed, asset-backed, and 
commercial mortgage-backed securities.  major sub-indices include U.s. 
government, U.s. Credit, and U.s. securitized as shown in exhibit 1.

Investors do not have to accept 
the market weighted Agg 
index allocations -- strategically 
choosing Agg components  
can help avoid unintended  
or undesirable concentrations  
or exposures.
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the agg index iS dynamic

the agg index is a market capitalization-weighted benchmark in which 
issuer and sector weights are driven by the outstanding amount of debt 
issued.  this market value weighting approach means that the issuers 
with the largest amount of outstanding debt will carry the largest weights 
in the index. Because of ongoing changes in index constituents and 
changing bond prices, the agg index composition, concentrations, and 
risk measures will naturally change over time, including duration and 
yield within component sectors. an example of how large these changes 
can be is in the table below that shows the historic sector weights for the 
agg index. this is a prime example of how shifting sector exposures can 
materially alter investor portfolios simply as a function of bond issuance 
patterns. We believe the constantly changing nature of the agg index is 
something investors should actively decide to either accept or reject.

The Agg index is a market 
capitalization-weighted 
benchmark in which issuer  
and sector weights are driven  
by the outstanding amount  
of debt issued.  

exhiBit 2: BloomBerg BarclayS u.S. aggregate Bond index: 
hiStorical Sector WeightS

source:  Bloomberg, Barclays

agg
inter. 
govt.

long 
govt.

inter. 
credit

long 
credit

mortgage 
Backed

asset 
Backed

comml 
mtge 

Backed

9/30/2006 100.0% 29.6% 6.4% 17.5% 5.6% 34.9% 1.2% 4.7%

9/30/2016 100.0% 32.3% 6.4% 21.8% 9.7% 27.6% 0.5% 1.7%

exhiBit 1: u.S. aggregate Bond index componentS

source:  Bloomberg, Barclays , september 30, 2016

Int Gov
Long Gov
Int Cred
Long Cred
MBS
ABS
CMBS
Covered

32.3%
6.4%

21.8%
9.7%

27.6%
0.5%
1.7%
0.1%
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hoW We do it at northern truSt aSSet management:  
diSaggregate the Benchmark and reaSSemBle  
the componentS

For investors who are not content to allow issuance patterns and  
market value shifts determine their allocations and exposures, isolating  
the components of the agg index and altering sector weights is a  
better way to more closely align with exposure objectives. through  
this process investors can combine sector components in an allocation 
framework that is more reflective of their duration, yield, and risk  
objectives and preferences.  

at northern trust asset management, we have long and extensive 
experience in building portfolios from the component pieces, using 
bottom-up construction in combination with top-down verification  
of overall exposure.  We manage each of the component pieces  
separately, as standalone segments, with risk and return requirements  
that are consistent with those of each individual sector.  

northern trust can manage component pieces of the agg, which  
gives us the flexibility to combine its components in non-standard  
ways that may be more consistent with an investor’s desired allocation.  
We manage the combination of components in a variety of delivery 
vehicles, including collective funds for retirement plan sponsors and 
custom sector allocations in separately managed accounts.

as an example of how altering your portfolio exposures relative to the 
agg index can affect risk and returns, the following tables illustrate the 
effects of various allocation decisions.  however, note that these are not 
recommended asset allocations, but are examples designed to illustrate 
the effects of different allocations.

the alternatives can be summarized as follows:

• Actual – historical returns of the market-weighted agg index

•  Average Weight – hypothetical returns using fixed average sector 
component weights since october 2006

•  Alternative 1 – reduce intermediate governments (relative to average), 
increase mBs

•  Alternative 2 – reduce intermediate governments and mBs, increase 
intermediate and long credit

•  Alternative 3 – reduce intermediate governments, increase 
intermediate credit

•  Alternative 4 – equal weight governments and credit (with larger relative 
allocations to the long end), increase mBs

•  Alternative 5 – simple equal weights across major component groups 
within governments, credit, and mBs

Northern Trust can manage 
component pieces of the Agg, 
which gives us the flexibility  
to combine its components in 
non-standard ways that may 
be more consistent with an 
investor’s desired allocation.  
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exhiBit 3: alternative Sector component allocationS

exhiBit 4: Five year returnS and volatility aS oF SeptemBer 30, 2016 (annualized)

exhiBit 5: ten year returnS and volatility aS oF SeptemBer 30, 2016 (annualized)

source:  Bloomberg, Barclays

source:  Bloomberg, Barclays . results are reflective of static sector-weighted monthly returns, held constant over the measurement period and 
assumed to rebalance to static sector component weights in each period, rather than adjusting for shifts in relative sector durations.

source:  Bloomberg, Barclays . results are reflective of static sector-weighted monthly returns, held constant over the measurement period and 
assumed to rebalance to static sector component weights in each period, rather than adjusting for shifts in relative sector durations.

actual avg weight alt 1 alt 2 alt 3 alt 4 alt 5

intermediate government

non-static 
market 

Weighted

32.7% 17.0% 17.0% 26.0% 20.0% 18.0%

long government 5.3% 3.0% 3.0% 4.0% 10.0% 18.0%

intermediate credit 18.7% 20.0% 38.0% 25.0% 20.0% 18.0%

long credit 7.0% 6.0% 13.0% 8.0% 10.0% 18.0%

mortgage Backed 32.9% 50.0% 25.0% 33.0% 40.0% 18.0%

asset Backed 0.5% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 0.0% 5.0%

commercial mortgage 
Backed 2.9% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 0.0% 5.0%

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Sector component allocation:

actual avg weight alt 1 alt 2 alt 3 alt 4 alt 5

total return 3.08% 3.09% 3.16% 3.70% 3.24% 3.47% 4.14%

return volatility 2.64% 2.58% 2.39% 2.90% 2.59% 3.09% 4.10%

return/risk ratio  1.17  1.20  1.32  1.27  1.25  1.12  1.01 

rank  5  4  1  2  3  6  7 

Sector component allocation:

actual avg weight alt 1 alt 2 alt 3 alt 4 alt 5

total return 4.79% 4.90% 4.93% 5.22% 4.97% 5.26% 5.81%

return volatility 3.19% 3.25% 3.04% 3.83% 3.31% 3.76% 4.93%

return/risk ratio  1.50  1.51  1.62  1.37  1.50  1.40  1.18 

rank  4  2  1  6  3  5  7 
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some key observations from the examples found in exhibits 3, 4 and  
5 include: 

•  over both five year and ten year periods, the allocation which 
simultaneously reduced government exposure and increased 
mBs exposure (alternative 1) generated the best return/risk ratios 
of all the alternative allocations.

•  Conversely, the simple equally weighted  allocation (alternative 5) 
produced the lowest return/risk ratios. Despite higher absolute 
returns, it also displayed the largest variability of monthly returns.

•  the actual historical agg index allocation fell in the middle of the 
pack with respect to risk and returns. 

it’s important to note that aside from the actual historical index allocation, 
these alternative allocations are static over the entire measurement  
period.  in reality, however, we can help investors periodically adjust  
their allocations over time based on their risk preferences and outlook.  
the point is not to demonstrate that a certain allocation is superior to 
another, but rather to illustrate that different allocation choices can  
result in different return and risk profiles.

these examples show why an investor may choose to exert control  
over the component allocation decision, and because we manage  
each of these components individually, we can easily use them as  
building blocks to create a structure that is more closely aligned  
with an investor’s preference.  Further, an investor need not choose  
each and every component to achieve a desired exposure.  We  
manage the components individually, as well as in any combination.  We 
can also draw on our top-down relative value investment approach and our 
macro view of the broader environment to help investors establish desired 
allocations among the components. Finally, the allocation approach is 
flexible and can be revisited and rebalanced periodically.

The point is not to demonstrate 
that a certain allocation is 
superior to another, but rather to 
illustrate that different allocation 
choices can result in different 
return and risk profiles.

exhiBit 6: component approach to index Fixed income

Mortgage-Backed Index Fund

Asset-Backed Index Fund

Commercial MBS Index Fund

Intermediate Government Index Fund

Intermediate Credit Index Fund

Long Government Index Fund

Long Credit Index Fund

Aggregate Bond Index Fund
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© 2016 northern trust. head office: 50 south La salle street, Chicago, illinois 60603 U.s.a. incorporated with limited liability in the 
U.s. products and services provided by subsidiaries of northern trust Corporation may vary in different markets and are offered in 
accordance with local regulation. northern trust asset management comprises northern trust investments, inc., northern trust global 
investments Limited, northern trust global investments Japan, K.K., nt global advisors, inc., and investment personnel of the 
northern trust Company of hong Kong Limited and the northern trust Company.

this material is provided for informational purposes only. information is not intended to be and should not be construed as an offer, 
solicitation or recommendation with respect to any transaction and should not be treated as legal advice, investment advice or tax 
advice. Current or prospective clients should under no circumstances rely upon this information as a substitute for obtaining specific 
legal or tax advice from their own professional legal or tax advisors. information is confidential and may not be duplicated in any form or 
disseminated without the prior consent of northern trust. northern trust and its affiliates may have positions in, and may effect 
transactions in, the markets, contracts and related investments described herein, which positions and transactions may be in addition to, 
or different from, those taken in connection with the investments described herein. all material has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but the accuracy, completeness and interpretation cannot be guaranteed. information contained herein is 
current as of the date appearing in this material only and is subject to change without notice. indices and trademarks are the property of 
their respective owners. all rights reserved. 

there are risks involved in investing including possible loss of principal. there is no guarantee that the investment objectives of any 
fund or strategy will be met. risk controls and models do not promise any level of performance or guarantee against loss of principal. 

past performance is no guarantee of future results. periods greater than one year are annualized except where indicated. returns 
reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings and are shown before the deduction of investment management fees, unless 
indicated otherwise. returns of the indexes also do not typically reflect the deduction of investment management fees, trading costs 
or other expenses. it is not possible to invest directly in an index. indexes are the property of their respective owners, all rights reserved.

this material is directed to professional clients only and is not intended for retail clients. For asia pacific markets, the material is directed 
to expert, institutional, professional and wholesale investors only and should not be relied upon by retail clients or investors. For legal 
and regulatory information about our offices and legal entities, visit northerntrust.com/disclosures

important information regarding hypothetical returns – Where hypothetical portfolio data is presented, the portfolio analysis assumes 
the hypothetical portfolio maintained a consistent asset allocation (rebalanced monthly) for the entire time period shown. hypothetical 
portfolio data is based on publicly available index information. hypothetical portfolio data contained herein does not represent the 
results of an actual investment portfolio but reflects the historical index performance of the strategy described which were selected 
with the benefit of hindsight. Components of the hypothetical portfolio were selected primarily utilizing actual historic market risk and 
return data. if the hypothetical portfolio would have been actively managed, it would have been subject to market conditions that could 
have materially impacted performance and possibly resulted in a significant decline in portfolio value.

Q (11/16)

learn more

With years of experience and expertise in managing the individual agg index components, northern trust asset 
management is positioned to help you achieve your goals. visit us at northerntrust.com for more information. 

concluSion

market weighted agg index allocations may result in unintended 
or undesirable concentrations or exposures. however, investors do 
not have to accept market-weighted agg index allocations and can 
more strategically choose their desired exposures. the agg can be 
disaggregated into components and the components can then be 
reassembled to more closely align with their risk and exposure objectives.  

Market weighted Agg index 
allocations may result in 
unintended or undesirable 
concentrations or exposures. 
Components can be reweighted 
to more closely align with 
investor preferences.


